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A study is made of two generalizations of affine Hjelmslev planes in which
the parallel axiom is not required to hold. Integer invariants are obtained
for the finite planes in these new classes. Formulas are derived which enable one
to compute the cardinalities of certain subsets of points and lines in terms of
the invariants, and results are obtained on the nonexistence of planes with
certain sets of invariants.
It is well known that one may replace the parallel axiom in the standard
definition of jinite  affine planes by a number of different cardinality
assumptions [3,  p. 1391.  For example, one may substitute the assumption
that there exists an integer n > 1 such that every line possesses n incident
points and every point lies on n + 1 lines. Somewhat surprisingly, no
such substitutions may be made in the definition of finite affine Hjelmslev
planes (AH-planes). The preceding assertion is validated by an example
which appears in Section 4 of this paper.
We define (see Definition 1 .l)  a fairly near affine Hjelmslev plane (an
FNAH-plane) to be an incidence structure which satisfies those axioms
of AH-planes that can be stated in terms of incidence alone; the one
axiom excluded is the parallel axiom, for, in general, the parallel relation
in an AH-plane is not determined by the incidence relation. Near affine
Hjelmslev planes (NAH-planes) may be defined to be finite FNAH-planes
which have a common number s of points on each line (see Definition 1.3
and Corollary 2.2). Proposition 1.6 asserts the existence of a second integer
invariant t associated with an NAH-plane. A number of facts, known to
be true for the invariants s and t of a finite AH-plane (see [5,  Satz 2.1 l]),
are proved to hold for NAH-planes in general. For example, each point
of an NAH-plane has t2 neighbors and s + t incident lines while each line
has s incident points. Further if 01 is an NAH-plane, then the affine plane
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CF associated with a: has order s/t;  and s must be <t2 whenever t # 1. In
spite of the fact that s and t appear to be as well behaved for NAH-planes
as for finite AH-planes, there do exist NAH-planes which cannot be made
into AH-planes by any definition of a parallel relation. Such an example
with (s, t) = (12, 6) is presented in Section 4. Besides establishing the
independence of the parallel postulate for AH-planes, the example is
of interest because its invariant s is not a power of s/t. The existence of an
AH-plane with s not a power of s/t is still in doubt. In particular, the
existence of AH-planes with (s, t) = (12, 6) is unknown, though the
existence question for AH-planes is completely settled [4]  for all other
pairs (s, t) for which 1 < t < 7.
We prove (Proposition 3.1) that every NAH-plane with s = t2 is an
AH-plane under some definition of a parallel relation. Proposition 1.3
asserts that all finite FNAH-planes, except those whose associated affine
planes have order 2, are NAH-planes. A finite FNAH-plane with associated
affine plane of order 2 is called a 2FNAH-plane.  Associated with each
2FNAH-plane  are four integer invariants: t, , t, , t, , t, (see Propo-
sition 2.1), (tJ”  being the number of points in the i-th neighbor class of
points, 1 < i < 4. A 2FNAH-plane  is thus an NAH-plane (with s = 2t)
if and only if each ti = t. Some non-existence results are obtained
(Proposition 2.3 and Corollary 2.6),  but the existence of 2FNAH-planes
which are not NAH-planes is yet in doubt.
1. THE INVARIANTS
In an arbitrary incidence structure, one defines points P and Q to be
neighbor and writes P - Q to mean that P and Q have at least two common
incident lines. Lines g and h are said to be (a&%zely)  neighbor, and one
writes g - h to mean that each point incident with either of g or h possesses
a neighbor point incident with the other of g or h.
DEFINITION 1.1. An incidence structure 01 = (9,  9,  E) is said to be
a fairly near a$ine  Hjelmslev plane (an FNAH-plane) provided the
following three axioms are satisfied:
Axiom 1. P, Q E 9 implies the existence of g E 9 such that P, Q E g.
Axiom 2. If ] g n h 1 > 1, then [ g n h ] > 2 if and only if g N h.
Axiom 3. There exists an epimorphism q from cx  to an ordinary affine
plane 15 satisfying
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(4 df') = dQ> 0 p - Q,
(b) dg) = dh)=-g-h,
(4 I g n h I = 0 =+- 94 8) II dh).
We observe that Axiom 3 is purely an incidence axiom, since the parallel
relation in ol is defined in terms of incidence.
DE F I N I T I O N  1.2. Let /I denote an equivalence relation defined on the
line set of an incidence structure (P, 9, E).  One calls 01 = (P, 9,  E, 11)
an affine Hjelmslev plane (an AH-plane) provided that (9,  9,  G)  is an
FNAH-plane and the following axiom holds:
Axiom 4. Every point of B lies on exactly one line of each [l-class.
The above definition for AH-planes is due to Liineburg [5,  Satz 2.61.
It has been misquoted by Dembowski [3,  p. 2961,  who omits both Axiom 3c
and the half of Axiom 2 which asserts that, if I g n h j > 2, then g - h.
The independence of Axiom 3c  is apparently still in doubt; however,
Bacon [2]  has found a very simple example to show that Dembowski’s
other omission is critical. No systematic study has been made of the
independence of the axioms for AH-planes. The only results known seem
to be that of Bacon and the independence of Axiom 4 established in
Section 4 of this paper. It is, however, easy enough to see that Axiom 3 as
a whole is independent of Axioms 1, 2, and 4.
If (P, g) is a flag of a finite incidence structure, one defines t(P,  g) to be
the number of points on g which are neighbor to P.
LE M M A  1.1. Let 01  be a$nite FNAH-plane. Then if P is any point of 01
and ifg and h are any lines incident with P, t(P,  g) = t(P,  h).
Proof. For all points X and all lines X,  let x’ denote v(X);  x’ denote
V(X).  Let P be a given point incident with given lines g and h. Let B’ be
any point not incident with either of g’, h’. Let B be any point such that
T(B) = B’. Let P = P, , Pz  ,..., Pt be all the points neighbor to P which
are incident with g. Let j = j, , j, ,...,  j, be the lines joining P, ,..., Pt ,
respectively, to B. Since Pi’ = P’ # B’, ji’ = j’ f g’, h’ for all i < t.
Theng+ji+hforalli<t.ThusIgnj,I=landIhnj,I<lfor
all i. If ] h n ji 1 = 0, then Axiom 3c  implies h’ ]I  j’, a contradiction.
Setting h n ji = Qi for 1 < i < t, one sees that Q; E h’ n.j’  = {P’};
hence Qi - P. Since g + J> + h, the ji and the Qi are all distinct. Then
t(P, g) = t < t(P,  h); equality follows by symmetry.
DE F I N I T I O N  1.3. A finite FNAH-plane 01 is called a near afine  Hjelmslev
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plane (an NAH-plane) if there exists an integer t such that t(P,  g) = t for
every flag (P, g) in 01.
PROPOSITION 1.2 (Liineburg [5]). Every Jinite  AH-plane is an NAH-
plane.
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let 01  be a finite FNAH-plane such that G has
order #2.  Then ar is an NAH-plane.
Prior to proving Proposition 1.3, we obtain two lemmas:
LEMMA 1.4. Let (P, g) be aflag of an FNAH-plane cy. Let CP be the map
of 01  onto Or, P’  = y(P), g’ = q(g);  let P’ # Q’  E g’. Then there exists a
point Q E g such that y(Q) = Q’.
Proof. Let R be any point of 01 such that v(R) = Q’.  Then PR is a
unique line of LX;  and y(PR) = P’Q’ = g’ = y(g), so PR - g. Then
there exists Q E g such that Q - R, i.e., such that F(Q) = Q’.
L EMMA 1.5. Let P and Q be non-neighbor points on a line g of an FNAH-
plane 01.  Let x be a line through Q such that x + g. Then the number of lines
through P which are neighbor to g is n = t(Q,  x).
Proof. Let Q = Q,, Q, ,..., Qn  denote the neighbors of Q on X; let
qi  denote the unique line joining Qi to P for i < n. The qi  are all neighbor
to g, since Q’ and P’ both lie on g’ and on qi’  for all i. We claim that the
qi  are all distinct. If not, x - qi  for some i; hence x - g, a contradiction.
Now let y be any neighbor of g which is incident with P. Since y’ = g’ is
not parallel to x’, Axiom 3c  implies 1 y n x 1 # 0. Let WE y n x. Then
W’ E g’ n x’ = (P’}; hence W = Pi for some i.
Proof of Proposition 1.3. Let (P, g) and (Q, h) be any two flags of 01.
Let p be any line connecting P and Q. Let R’ and M’ be points of ol such
that R’ EP’,  Q’  # R’ # P’, M’ $p’. The choice of R’ is possible, because
the order of ol # 2. By Lemma 1.4, one may choose points R and M of CY
such that q(M) = M’, v(R) = R’, and R EP.  Let x be the line joining P
to M; y, the line joining Q to M. Since M’ 6 p’, x + p + y. By Lemma 1.5,
the number of lines through R which are neighbor to p is equal to each
of t(P,  x), t(Q,  y). By Lemma 1.1, t(P,  g) = t(P,  x) = t(Q,  y) = t(Q,  h).
PROPOSITION 1.6. Associated with every NAH-plane (Y = (9, ‘9, E) are
two invariant integers s and t which satisfy all the following conditions:
(4 tIf(P, g) is anvJIag of 01,  then there are precisely t neighbors of g
incident with P andprecisely t neighbors of P incident with g.
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Every line contains s points.
Every point lies on s + t lines.
Each point (and each line) has t2 neighbors.
I 9 / = 2.
/ $9 / = s2 + St.
t j s, and s/t is the order of &.
Either t = 1, or s < t2.
Proof. The definition of NAH-planes assures the existence of an integer
t which satisfies the second conclusion of (a). Let a flag (P, g) be given.
There exists a point Q’ on g’ with Q’ f P’; hence (by Lemma 1.4),  a
point Q on g with Q + P. If M’ is a point of (II not on g’ and M is a point
of 01 such that y(M) = M’, then there is a unique line x of 01 which joins Q
to M, x + g. By Lemma 1.5, the number of neighbors to g which are
incident with P is t(Q,  x) = t. Thus (a) holds.
For each line g of (Y, set s(g) equal to the number of points incident
with g; for each point P, define s(P) to be t fewer than the number of lines
incident with P. Let g be any line of ar; P be any point which is neighbor
to no point of g. Let Qr ,..., Qs  be the points on g; let qi  denote the line
connecting Qi and P. All qi are distinct, for otherwise g would be neighbor
to some qi  , whence P would be neighbor to a point of g. Let h’ be the
unique line which is parallel to g’ and incident with P’. Let R’ be any point
incident with h’ other than P’, and let R be any point satisfying v(R)  = R’.
Let h be the line which joins P and R. Since P’ and R’ both lie on both of
q(h)  and h’, q(h)  = h’. Since 1 h’ n g’ 1 = 0, I h n g I = 0. Let x be any
line through P which fails to meet g. Then Axiom 3c  implies x’ 11 g’,
hence x’ = h’ and x - h. Conversely, if x - h, then x’ = h’; hence
I x’ n g’ I = 0; hence I x n g j = 0. We have established a one-to-one
correspondence between the lines through P not neighbor to h and the
points of g. Then s(P) = s(g).
Now let P and Q be given points. Let g be any line such that neither
P’ nor Q’ lies on g’. Then s(P) = s(g) = s(Q), and the existence of an
integer s which satisfies (c) is established. Now, if h is an arbitrary line,
there exists a point R such that R’ 6 h’; then s(h) = s(R) = s, and the
proof of(b) is complete.
Let P be any point of ol,  and choose Q so that Q’ # P’. Let
P = PI ) Pz ,...) P, denote all the points neighbor to P; and let pi denote
the line joining Pi to Q. Since every pi’ contains both P’ and Q’, every
pc - p1 = p. Conversely, let x be any neighbor of p which contains Q. Let
h be any line such that P’ lies on h’ and h’ # p’. If I x n h I = 0, then
Axiom 3c  implies h’ (I  x’ = p‘. Since P’ E h’ n p’, h’ = p’. From the
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contradiction, one concludes that x n h contains a point X. Since
x’ EP’  n h’  =,  {P’}, X - P. Then each of the t neighbors of p which
contains Q also contain a neighbor of P and in fact, by (a), contain
precisely t neighbors of P. Since no neighbor of P can lie on more than
one line through Q (P + Q), P must have at least t2 neighbors. Since
pi -p for each neighbor point Pi  of P, the number of neighbors of P
must be precisely P.
It follows from (a), (b), (c), Axiom 1, and the definition of the neighbor
relation for points that the number of points of 01 which are not neighbor
to a given point P of 01 must be (s + t)(s - t) = s2 - t2. That 01 contains
s2 points follows from the fact that P has t2 neighbors. Since E possesses
at least two points, 01 also has a pair of points, and Axiom 1 implies that
some line contains at least two points. Then (b) implies that every line
is incident with a point of LX. We may therefore calculate the number of
lines of 01 by multiplying the number of points of 01 by the number of lines
incident with a given point and dividing by the number of points per line.
The truth of(f) follows.
Since every point of ai has t2 neighbors, (e) and Axiom 3a imply that
Or has s2/t2  points, i.e., the order of E is s/t. The truth of (g) is established.
It also follows that Z possesses (s2/t2) + (s/t)  lines. It follows from (f)
and Axiom 3b that the average number of neighbors for a line of L Y .  is
t2. Let {g, ,..., gn} be an arbitrary neighbor class of lines of a. Let P’ E gl’,
and let h be a line of u such that g,’ n h’ = {P’}. Axioms 3c  and 2 imply
,. that I gi n h I = 1 for i < n. If Pi is the unique point in gi n h,  then
Pi’ E g,’ n h’, so Pi’  = P’. Then the Pi are all neighbors; by (a), there are
at most t distinct Pi and at most t distinct gj incident with a given Pi . Then
n < P, hence n = t2; the proof of(d) is complete.
To prove (h),  we assume t # 1 and count the number n of neighbors of
P distinct from P, each as many times as there are lines joining the point
to P. By (c) and (a), n = (s + t)(t  - 1). By (d), (a), and Axiom 2,
n < (t” - 1) t. Then s + t < t2 + t from which (h) follows.
Proposition 1.6(g) implies the existence of an integer r such that s = t * r;
henceforth we shall write (t, r) NAH-plane whenever we wish to make the
invariants explicit. The reader is warned that this is a departure from
previous usage: in [l],  Bacon has written of (s, t) AH-planes.
2. FNAH-PLANES
In view of Proposition 1.3, we now turn our attention to the study of
a finite FNAH-plane 01 for which E has order 2. Call such an 01 a 2FNAH-
plane. Clearly, a 2FNAH-plane  CII  has precisely four neighbor classes of
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points. Let PI , Pz  , P, , P4  be representatives of the four classes. Let
Qi - Pi , and let g be the line joining Pi to Qi , i # j. By Lemma 1.5, the
number of lines through Pj which are neighbor to g = t(Qi , X) where x is
any line through Qi not neighbor to g; for example one may take x = QiPIi
where i # k # j. By Lemma 1.1, t(Qi  , x) is independent of x, and thus we
denote this integer more briefly by t(QJ. If we take another neighbor
Qi’ of Pi and join it to Pj by g’, we see that t(Qi’)  = t(Qi),  since g’ N g.
Then set ti = t(QJ = t(P,).  We see that there are ti lines neighbor to g
which contain the point Pj . Each contains ti points neighbor to Pi.
By Axiom 1, the number of neighbors of Pi is (ti)“. Now, let i # j. Then
each of the (Q2 points neighbor to Pi lies on tj lines which contain points
neighbor to Pj ; since every line incident with neighbors of both Pi and Pj
contains ti points neighbor to Pi , there are (ti)” . tilti  = titj such lines.
We collect our results in the following proposition:
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let 01 be a 2FNAH-plane. Let (Yi : 1 < i < 4)
denote thefour  neighbor classes ofpoints  of a; let ~9~~ = 9Jji  , 1 < i <j < 4,
denote the neighbor class of lines whose incident points belong to Yi and Yj .
Associated with 01  are four positive integers ti , 1 < i 6 4, such that
(a) tf (P, g) is a frag  with P E q , then the number of points neighbor to
P on g is ti ;
(b) / % 1 = t:;
p ti, if P E YC and i # j, then the number of lines of 3’ij which contain
(d; ’ j gij / = t,tj  .
One calls the ti of Proposition 2.1 the invariants of a.
COROLLARY 2.2. Let 01  be a finite FNAH-plane. Then the following
assertions are equivalent:
(a) 01  is an NAH-plane.
(b) The number of lines through a given point P which are neighbor
to a given line g through P is independent of the Jag (P, g).
(c) The number of points in a neighbor class is an invariant of a.
(d) The number of lines in a neighbor class is an invariant.
(e) The number ofpoints  on a line is an invariant.
(f) The number of lines incident with a given point is an invariant.
Proof. If 5 has orler f2, the truth of every condition follows from
Propositions 1.3 and 1.6. Then we may assume that Or has order 2. By
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Proposition 2.1, each of the six conditions is equivalent to the requirement
that all four ti are equal.
Let {i, j, k, 1) = {1,2,  3,4}  = F,  ti 3 t,  for m E F. Then one defines
the deviance of 01 to be
d(cw) = 3ti - tj - tk - tl.
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let cx  be a 2FNAH-plane. Then d(cu) < max(t,} - 2
if max{t,}  > 1; otherwise, o( is the afine plane of order 2.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume tl = max{t,}.  The
result follows trivially from Proposition 2.1 if t, = 1,  so we assume that
t, > 1. By proposition 2.1(d)  and (a), the number of lines of 01 which
contain points of Y1 is t,(t, + t3 + t4),  and each such line contains t,
points of Y; . We total the number of pairs of points of 9; , counting each
pair (P, Q) as many times as there are lines which join P to Q. The total
is exactly
( ); t,(t,  + t, + 0
Since each pair must be joined by at least two lines, the total is at least
The result follows.
We now introduce some useful language. If 9 is a set of lines, we say
the points P and Q “meet in 9” to indicate that P and Q are joined by at
least one line of 9; we say P and Q “meet in i in 9”  to mean that P and Q
are joined by precisely i lines of 9. We use the same language for the dual
notion.
LEMMA 2.4. Let 01 be a 2FNAH-plane. Let gli be given, t denote tl .
Let Y = {P, ,..., Pt} be a subset of Yl such that P,  and P, meet in
C?Ylifor all distinct m, n < t. Let {i, j, k} = (2, 3, 4}.  Assume that t9  + tk < 2t
or that tj and te are odd and tj + tk = 2t. Then every point Q E 9; meets
at least one element of 9 in gli .
Proof. If m # n and m, n < t, then P,  and P, cannot meet in either
of CYlj or CYlle . Each point Q of Y; must meet each P,  in at least 2. Then
since Q lies on precisely tj lines of gli (Proposition 2.1(c)),  Q meets at
most tJ2 points of 9’ in CYli . Similarly, Q meets at most t,/2 points of Y
in glh . Since Q must meet all t points of 9, Q must meet some point of
Y in 9,i .
LEMMA 2.5. Let a,  gli, Y be the objects described in Lemma 2.4.
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Let 9 = {g, ,..., gk} be the set of all lines of gIi which are incident with one
or more points of 9’. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 2.4, it follows that
k 3 2t,  + ti  - 2.
Proof. By Proposition 2.1(a) and (c), the number of incidences  of lines
of 99 with points of Y; is kt, , with points of Y is tl  . ti  . Then (since
neighbor points meet in at least two lines) the number j of points of
Y1 which lie on lines of 9 is at most t1 + [(k - ti) t,/2].  By Lemma 2.4,
j = t12,  and the conclusion follows.
COROLLARY 2.6. Let 01 be a 2FNAH-plane, not the afine plane of
order 2. Let t, , t, , t, , t4 be the invariants of a, tl  > ti  for all i.
(a) IftI<5,thent,=t,=t,=t,=bandbis20r4.
(b) Iftl = 2n + lforn 3 3, thenti  > 6foralli.
(c) If tI = 2n for n 3 3, then either ti  >, 6 for all i; or exactly two of
t, , t, , t4 are equal to t, .
NOTE 2.7. Corollary 2.6 includes the result that no NAH-planes
exist for which (t, r) = (3,2)  or (5,2).  In [4]  an alternate proof of this
result is given which also excludes the case (t, r) = (7,2).
Proof of Corollary 2.6. If tl = 1 or 2, the desired conclusion follows
from Proposition 2.3. Then let t = tl > 2. Let {i, j, k) = (2, 3, 4).
Assume either that t is odd or that t > one of tj , tk . Let g = g, E 9YlI.
Let 9 = {PI ,..., Pt}  be the set of points of Y1 incident with g. Let
9 = lg1 ,.a., gk} be the set of all lines of gli which contain points of Y.
Since j g n g, / 3 2 for 2 < m 6 k, Proposition 2.1(c) yields
2(k - 1) < tl(ti - 1). By Lemma 2.5, one obtains
(2.1) t,(5 - ti) + 2ti  < 6.
The conclusion now follows for t, > 2.
3 .  UNIFORM NAH-PLANES
A finite AH-plane is “uniform” if and only if t = 1 or t = r. (See
[5,  Definition 2.4, Satz 2.131.) We now define a (t, r) NAH-plane to be
uniform if and only if t = 1 or t = r.
PROPOSITION 3.1. If 01 is a uniform NAH-plane, then there exists a
parallel relation which makes O L  an AH-plane.
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Proof. If t = 1, Propositon 1.6 says that 01 is an afhne  plane. Then a
is an AH-plane under the parallel relation which (Y possesses as an affine
plane. Next, assume t = r. By Proposition 1.6(c), (a), (d), the average
number of lines which join a point P to a neighbor distinct from itself
is (s  + t)(t - l)/(t2  - 1) = t. If P and Q are distinct neighbors, then all
lines joining P and Q are neighbor by Axiom 2. By Proposition 1.6(a),
P and Q are joined by at most t lines and hence by exactly t lines whenever
P and Q are distinct neighbors. It follows (again by Proposition 1.6(a))
that each pair of distinct neighbor lines of a intersect in t points.
Now let JV denote a complete neighbor class of lines of a. Name
the elements of JV”: g(l),..., g(t”).  Let A’ denote the set of all points
of 01 which are incident with one or more g(i). By Proposition 1.6 (b and a),
/ JZ’ 1 = st2/t  = t3. If P E J&“,  then every g(i) contains t neighbors of P,
and each neighbor of P lies on at most t of the g(i). Then at least t2 neigh-
bors of P lie in M’.  By Proposition 1.6(d), ..M’  is composed of t complete
neighbor classes of points of Q(.  Then each point of 4’ lies on the same t
lines of JV as do t - 1 other points of J?“. The property of being incident
with the same t lines of Jlr thus induces an equivalence relation on M’
separating &” into t2 classes of t points each. Let k? denote a subset of
.M’  containing one representative from each equivalence class.
We now let 7~  denote the incidence structure whose points are the lines
of JV, whose lines are the points of J&‘,  and whose incidence relation is
the one induced from ~11.  We may represent J%’  as a disjoint union of sets,
JWL..., A(t), each consisting of t neighbor points of 01. By choice of &‘,
no point of n lies on more than one line of each set A(i).  By counting,
each point of 7~  lies on exactly one line of each set A(i).  Since no line of
M(i)  may intersect any line of d(j) in more than one point of n if i # j,
each line of d(i) must meet each line of d(j) in exactly one point of n.
Then rr  is a t-net of order t and hence may be extended to an affine plane
of order t by adjoining an additional parallel class dt’(t  + 1) of lines.
(See [3,  pp. 141, 1421 for the language of nets and the stated result.)
We now define lines g(i) and g(j) to be parallel in 01 if and only if when
regarded as points of rr,  they lie on the same line of d’(t  + 1). Thus JV is
divided into t disjoint parallel classes of t lines each. Clearly.
(3.1) each point of .A’  and hence each point of A’ lies on
precisely one line of each parallel class in M.
By the same method, one can define parallel classes of lines within every
neighbor class JV of lines of (Y. By Proposition 1.6(g), E = ~(01)  is an
affine plane of order t. Then we may label the neighbor classes of lines
M(i,j),  1 < i < t + 1, 1 < j < t, so that a line from M(i,j) and a line
from M(i’,j’) have parallel images under y if and only if i = i’. Label the
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parallel classes within each N(i,j) by Jlr(i,  j, k), 1 < k < t. We now
define a parallel relation on the lines of 01 as a whole according to the
following rule: a line of N(i,  j, k) is parallel to a line of J’“(i’,  j’, k’) if and
only if i = i’ and k = k’. For a given i and a given point P of 01, there
exists at most onej such that P lies on a line of M(i,j).  We proved above
that there are t3 points incident with the lines of each M(i,j);  and, by
Proposition 1.6(e), a: contains t4 points. Then, for specified i, each point
of 01 must lie on lines from precisely one of the classes M(i,j).  By (3.1),
each point of 01 lies on precisely one line of each parallel class. Thus it is
possible to define a parallelism on 01 so that Axiom 4 is satisfied, i.e., so that
01 is an AH-plane.
4. THE EXAMPLE
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let s, t, r = s/t be positive integers. Let Aij  be a
t2 x t2 (0, I)-matrix for 1 < i < r 2, I < j < r2 + r. Let M denote the
s2 x (s2 + st) matrix [Aij].  Define the r2 x (r2 + r) (0, l)-matrix P = [ pii]
by the condition that pij  = 0 tf and only if Aii  is the O-matrix. We write
Bij to denote Aii  ifand only tfAij is not the O-matrix. Then M is the incidence
matrix for a (t, r) NAH-plane provided the following conditions hold:
(a) P is the incidence matrix of an afine plane.
(b) The inner product of distinct columns from any Bii is # 1.
(c) The inner product of a column of Bij and a column of Bi,  is 1 for
all i, j, k with j # k.
(d) The inner product of a row of Bij and a row of Bkj  is 1 for all i, j, k
with i # k.
(e) Let n = r2 + r. Then for any i < r 2, the inner product of distinct
rows of Ai = [Ai, , Ai ,...,  Ain] is 22.
Conversely, every (t, r) NAH-plane may be represented by an incidence
matrix M which satisjies  all the above conditions.
Proof Assume the existence of a matrix M which satisfies conditions
(a)-(e). Let L Y .  be the incidence structure represented by M, lines of OL
being represented by columns of M. By (d) and (e), Axiom 1 is satisfied,
i.e., each pair of points of 01 is joined by a line of 01. It also follows from
(d) and (e) in conjunction with (a) that points of 01 are neighbor if and only
if they are represented by rows from one of the r2 successive sets of t2
rows of M. It follows from (c) and (a) that every column of every Bii
contains at least one 1. From the existence of these l’s and another
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application of (a), one concludes that lines of 01 are neighbor if and only
if they are represented by columns from one of the r2 + r successive sets
of t2 columns of M. The truth of Axiom 2 follows from (a), (b), and (c). If
the affine plane represented by P is denoted by /3, it is clear that there
exists an epimorphism 9 from cy. to p which satisfies Axiom 3(a) and
Axiom 3(b). It follows from conditions (a) and (c) that Axiom 3(c) is also
satisfied for this q~. Then 01 is a finite FNAH-plane. It follows from
Corollary 2.2(a) and (c) that a is an NAH-plane. The proof of the con-
verse is also easy and is left to the reader.
Remark 4.2. A result similar to Proposition 4.1 can be proved for
2FNAH-planes. Conditions (a)-(e) remain unchanged, but one must
make appropriate changes in the size of M and the Aij  as dictated by
Proposition 2.1.
Remark 4.3. It is sometimes possible to construct the incidence
matrix M of a (t, r) NAH-plane by constructing only a few of the Bij .
One proceeds in accord with the following recipe. First, find an incidence
matrix P for an affine plane of order r. Second, find a set of t2 x t2 (0, 1)
matrices C, , C, ,..., C, which can be used for the Bij in a single row of
Aij’s. Specifically, conditions (b), (c), and (e) of Proposition 4.1 must be
satisfied. Now P has an extension to an incidence matrix P’ of a projective
plane of order r. As such, P’ can be represented as a sum of r + 1 permu-
tation matrices. (See, e.g. [6,  p. 57, Theorem 5.31.) It follows that one may
obtain a matrix N from the matrix P by replacing each 0 by a t2 x t2
submatrix of O’s and each 1 by some Ci and that this may be done in such
a fashion that each Ci replaces exactly one 1 of each row and at most one 1
of each column. All the requirements of Proposition 4.1 with the possible
exception of(d) are now satisfied by N = [Aij].  If CT denotes a permutation
of the integers 1,2,..., t2,  we write o(Aij)  to denote the matrix obtained
from Aii  by permuting columns according to the permutation 0.  If one
replaces any number of Aij  in N by oii(Aij),  the resulting matrix M will
still satisfy conditions (a), (b), ( )c  , and (e) of Proposition 4.1. The last
step in the construction of the incidence matrix of a (t, r) NAH-plane is
thus to select a collection of permutations uii in such a way that the
resultant M satisfies condition (d).
We now proceed to follow the recipe of Remark 4.3 to create a (6,2)
NAH-plane which is not an AH-plane. In Figure 4.1 are displayed three
(0, 1) matrices: A, B, and C. In the matrix A, the letter Z stands for an
18 x 18 matrix of O’s; in the matrices B and C, the Z’s stand for
submatrices of O’s of various appropriate sizes.
We now define a permutation u on the columns of B to obtain a new
36 x 18 (0, I)-matrix B’; we apply the same permutation (T  to the columns
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of C to obtain a matrix C’. In addition, we define permutations T and T’
which, when applied to the columns of C, yield respectively the matrices
c” and c”.
( 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18r~= 1 1 8 1 5 1 7 2 5 1 6 4 3 6 1 1 1 3 1 4 7 9 1 0 1 2 )8 ’
( 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 12 13 14 15 16 17 18T = 1 5 9 6 7 2 8 3 4 10 14 18 15 16 1 1 17 12 13 1 ’
+ -( - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1710 14 18 15 16 1 1 1 12 13 1 5 9 6 7 2 8 3 18 14 ’
We now set Bl = [B B], B2 = [B’ B’], Cl = [C C], C2 = [C’ C’],
C3 = [C” C”‘].  Finally, we let 0 denote the 36 x 36 matrix of 0’s.
Then each of the following is a 36 x 36 (0, 1) matrix: A, Bi, Cj, 0. We
define cx  to be the incidence structure whose incidence matrix M is given
in Figure 4.2 (the points of CY are represented by the rows of M; the lines of
CL,  by the columns of M):
A B2 C2 0 0 0
M= C2 0 0 A Bl 0
0 A 0 B2 0 C3 *
0 0 A 0 C3 Bl I
FIGURE  4.2
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We now proceed to prove that 01 satisfies all the conclusions of Propo-
sition 4.1. By tedious inspection, we see that, for r # s,  the inner product
of the r-th and s-th rows is 22 for precisely one of A, Bl, Cl, and is = 0 for
the other two matrices. One can reduce somewhat the necessary checking
by making the following observation: in each of A, B, and C, the inner
product of the r-th and s-th rows is the same as the inner product of the
(r + 18)-th  and (s + 18)-th  rows provided 1 < r, s < 18. In particular,
to see that this is so for A, observe that A is of the form diag[D  D]. A
little ingenuity also makes it quite easy to check the inner product of each
of the first 18 rows with each of the last 18. Since B2, C2, and C3 are
obtained from Bl and Cl by column permutations, we have the following
result.
(4.1) Given i = 1 or 2 and given j = 2 or 3, then for all r i s,
the inner product of the r-th and s-th rows is 22 for
precisely one of A, Bi, Cj, and is =0 for the other two
matrices.
In particular, condition (e) of Proposition 4.1 is satisfied. Next, we observe
that each row of A has inner product 1 with each row of B2. Since A is
of the form diag[D  D] and since B2 has only 12 distinct rows, one need
only check the first 18 rows of A against 12 of the rows of B2. Since the
rows of C2 are the same as the rows of B2, every row of A also has inner
product 1 with every row of C2. Last, we observe that every row of C3 has
inner product 1 with every row of Bl. To make the comparison between
C3 and Bl, it is helpful to observe that, for 1 < i < 9, T’(i) = 7(i + 9) =
r(i)  + 9 and +(i  + 9) = T(i).  Putting all these observations together,
we see that condition (d) of Proposition 4.1 is satisfied.
By inspection, no two columns of B (and no two columns of C) have
inner product 1. Then no two columns from any one of Bl ,B2, C2, or C3
has inner product 1. That no two columns of A have inner product 1
follows from (4.1) and the observation that A is symmetric. Then condition
(b) of Proposition 4.1 is satisfied.
Now represent A, B, C by
A= [; ;], B= [;I, C= [;]Y
where D, Z, E, F, G, and H are all 18 x 18. Observe that the column
vectors of E, F, G and H all match row vectors of B’. It has been observed
already that row vectors of B2 = [B’  B’] have inner products 1 with row
vectors of A. Since Z is a matrix of O’s and D is symmetric, it follows that
columns of A have inner products 1 with columns of B or C. It follows
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that the inner product of a column of A together with a column of Bi or
Cj for any i  orj is 1. By inspection, any column of B has inner product 1
with any column of C, hence any column of Bi has inner product 1 with
any column of Cj for all i  and j. Then condition (c) of Proposition 4.1
is satisfied by M; it is clear that condition (a) is also satisfied. Then M is
the incidence matrix of a (6, 2) NAH-plane 01.
(4.2) We now  prove  that  no  parallelism  can  be  defined  on  the  lines
of 01  in  such  a way  as  to  make 01  into  an  AH-plane.
Assume that 01 does possess such a parallelism. Label a point of 01
by P(i,j)  if it is represented by the (36i + j)-th row of M, the first row
of M being counted as the 0-th row. Similarly, we label the lines of (Y
by g(i,j)  where 0 < i  < 5 and 0 < j < 35. Let rr be the parallel class
containing g(0, 0). Since distinct parallel lines cannot intersect, every
point P(0,  i) with 0 < i  < 17 must lie on some line g(0, j) of v where
j < 17. Clearly there must be precisely three g(O,j)  in rr with j < 17.
However, g(0, 0) intersects every g(O,j)  with j < 13 in some P(0,  i)  and
every g(0, j) with 14 < j < 17 in some P( 1,  i).  The contradiction completes
the proof of (4.2).
REMARKS
The existence of 01 establishes the independence of Axiom 4 in the
definition of AH-planes used in this paper (Definition 1.2). One may also
define AH-planes as incidence structures with parallelism satisfying
axioms which refer neither to an associated affine plane nor to any
epimorphism F. (See [5,  p. 2631.) This requires eight axioms including
Axioms 1,2,  and 4 of Definitions 1.1 and 1.2. We use /3  to denote the inci-
dence structure of 01 together with the trivial parallel relation (h  11 g if and
only if h = g.) Then it is easy to see that p satisfies seven of the eight
axioms, all but Axiom 4 of Definition 1.2.
We remark that 01 is the first known example of a (t, r) NAH-plane for
which t is not a power of r.  There also exist (4,2) NAH-planes which
cannot be made into AH-planes by any definition of a parallel relation;
we have presented the larger example here, becuase it yields information
on the existence question. Aside from the (4,2)  examples, there are no
(t, I) NAH-planes with t < 6 which cannot be made into AH-planes. To
see that this is so, one may recall Proposition 3.1 and apply the following
result of [4]:  all (t, r) NAH-planes with 2 < t < 6 satisfy t = r or
(t, r) = (4, 2) or (6, 2). To construct a (4, 2) NAH-plane which is not the
incidence structure of an AH-plane, one may begin with the Desarguesian
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AH-plane 7~  defined over the ring 2, . (V is a (4,2) AH-plane.) Let A4 be
an incidence matrix for rr  which satisfies conditions (a)-(e) of Propo-
sition 4.1. One can permute the columns of any single Bii  of M, obtaining
a new matrix M’ which agrees with M except in the replacement of Bij  .
If the permutation is carefully selected, M’ will represent an incidence
structure which possesses no parallel relation satisfying Axiom 4, but
condition (d) of Proposition 4.1 will hold for M’. It will follow from
Proposition 4.1 that M’ is the incidence matrix of a (4, 2) NAH-plane.
Let a(P) denote the incidence structure induced by 01 on the 36 points
neighbor to P and the 18 lines incident with P. If one examines (y. carefully,
he will notice that a(P) is independent of the choice of P. We have repre-
sented a(P) in Figure 4.3. Every line which descends from P is induced by
F I G U R E 4.3
a single line of (II;  each remaining line is induced by two lines of CX. In an
incidence structure rr,  one defines (see [7,  p. 941)  afunneZJlag to be a flag
(P, g) which satisfies the following condition:
P,Q,R,Eg;  P,Qeh;  P,REk  implyQEk o r  REh.
One calls P a finnelpoint if (P, g) is a funnel flag for all g incident with P.
It is clear that every point of 01 pairs with precisely 12 of its I8 incident
lines to yield a funnel flag. Then no point of 01 is a funnel point. On the
other hand, it is still an open question whether or not there exist AH-
planes with points which are not funnel points.
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